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‘Write Lines’ is produced by individual members of Cocaine Anonymous. 
Any opinion, idea or belief expressed is that of an individual and is not 

representative of C.A. as a whole.

‘Hope, Faith & Courage’ 

 

We think of our past as the ‘darkest 
days’, in the new life with CA we will find 

our new ways. 

To love and forgive ourselves and all 

others, our whole family, fathers and 
mothers. 

The big book and the steps is our new 
light, it brings us joy happiness 

and delight. 

People around us will watch us 

transform because of HOPE FAITH and 
COURAGE we will be reborn.

Josh C

In the spirit of Tradition Six, C.A. is not allied with any sect, denomination, politics, organisation or institution.
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My step 1 took me 16 years to understand, till I was placed in a position of surrender, I am going to talk about my experience 
of steps 6 & 7, the growing steps, the pick & shovel, the steps that separates the men from the boys. I forgot who I was in the 

process of running away from myself, 
I forgot what I was running away from, I forgot who I was, the heroin numbed me and erased my Mind.  

The trauma, when I woke up in a psychiatric ward, after a suicide attempt, I was in shock that I was still alive, by rights I 
should be dead, I should have died of the 7 bag hit of heroin I did. The overdoses ending up in hospitals going blue, stopping 

breathing,I was a hopeless case, I am powerless and definitely unmanageable. Not only over drink and drugs but also my 
thoughts, feelings and actions.I was using against my will, I could not stop, relapse was a daily battle,

I wanted to stop, my mental health suffered, my freedom was effected. I was an emotional mess, I wanted to die I was done 
with this life,I couldn’t manage, when I put down the needle and pipe, I got worse not better, when the effects of drugs wore 

off I was left with me. 

Barking mad sober for the first time in a while, I had periods of sober time which was strange to say the least, stuck in isola-
tion and fear trapped, locked in, I was left with me. 

In the psychiatric ward I was off key thinking things were going on when they really weren’t, deluded paranoid fearful, de-
ranged out of sync with the world, unable to meet the demands of society, maladjusted, inside of my my spirit was broken 

damaged goods.

Hallucinating, hearing voices, thinking I was telepathic and I didn’t need to speak,
I could read peoples minds, I was insane! This continued for 11 months in the psychiatric ward, then came the day I was 

discharged, still barking mad, I ended up in a hostel, which within 2 weeks I was bang at it again, injecting, smoking crack, 
on a script methadone. Valium, nitrazepam, lorazepam, drug induced psychosis. Not a nice place to be, full of fear, my spirit 

destroyed, I thought I was evil, as I only did bad things, no good was a result of my doing.

That’s a little sketch of my using, as I said I am powerless and unmanageable, today I am a recovered 
addict, I don’t say that lightly, I no longer suffer with the obsession of the mind. I don’t trigger the 

allergy, as I remain abstinant from Mind altering substances, I don’t drink, use drugs in any form, not a drop has passed my 
lips or smoked crack, even injected heroin, for 12 years on 26 July. 

I have worked a program for that long, I even came to meetings back before I was sober, with cans in my pockets, I didn’t 
know what it meant to be sober,I  thought being on a script and just smoking weed, I was clean, deluded!

I am far from perfect I fail, I fact if you rely on me to keep you sober I will fail, I am a 
defected character, I never had a personality, stoned was my persona, I never had depth to me I was shallow, waste of space 

heroin and crack addict, scum or so I thought.

The 2 of  the hardest steps to work are 6&7, through doing a step 4 and making a moral inventory, of my grosser handicaps, 
getting honest,and I wasn’t honest at first with my first sponsor but soon did get honest, as I was going to use again, or get 

honest, it was far easier to be honest rather than going back out there using against my will, painful.

6 for me today is accepting my defects just recognising what’s the default position, relapse is 
real, although I have nearly made it to 12 years, I am under no illusion, that if I don’t put in the action, and if I rest on my 

laurels, past achievements, if I don’t do some work on self I am stuck in self the 
malady gets unbearable, and a £10 bag seems appealing.

In step 4, I saw who I really was, I couldn’t look in the mirror, I hated my self, so in 6, I look at me, myself, where I have been 
going wrong all these years, where am I willing to put right the wrongs of my past steps 8&9.

Step 7 doing the opposite of my character defects ,so in being egotistical, I practice humility, instead of fear I practice courage 
or instead of paranoia I practice faith, fake it to make it at first.In step 5 I had an awakening, a profound experience which 

lasted 6 months, the step 5 promises came true.
 I could look the world in the eye, I was free for the first time. 

6&7 are so much more than I can write in this small write up, I don’t always get it right ,I am going to fail guaranteed, but 
what I got is a program ,a way of life , a design for living that works in rough going. 

If you looking at the 12 steps on the pull-ups and thinking how the hell  do I go about doing the 12 steps it’s beyond me,
 welcome!  I was baffled too, if you go to meetings well done because not many make it through the door, many die, many 

don’t have the courage to recover. I was desperate when I came in, I am desperate today, I am free of all Mind altering 
substances, this is a brief look at 6&7, today I am 

proud to be an addict in recovery.

                             

WAYNES WORLD



PRAYER CORNER

Just Another Prayer - Malcom C

I am a grateful member of Cocaine Anonymous. I’d like to tell you about one of the most 
special things in my life. It is a tool that I use daily, which helps get me through trials and 

low spots. It is a prayer which has become very special to me, containing the words I try to 
live by...

‘God, grant me the SERENITY to ACCEPT the things I cannot change, the COURAGE to 
change the things I can, and the WISDOM to know the difference.’

SERENITY – If God can grant me some peace, calm and tranquillity to quiet the
 noise that sometimes lives in my head, I stand a much better chance of dealing with 

everything I must deal with in order to live with this diseased mind. I start to be 
content with myself, the noise quietens and I start to experience peace.

ACCEPT – For so many years I spent my life trying to change others to suit my little plans 
and designs. Recovery has changed all that, it has given me the freedom to change myself. 
Learning to accept is the biggest gift the program has given me and one that needs to be 

worked on daily.

COURAGE – This has been about me having the courage to change myself with the help of 
the 12 Step program. I got myself a Sponsor and asked for some direction, started some 

daily disciplines and went through the Steps. Since then my life has got so much better. I am 
on a different footing. Inwardly my head is quieter and I am more at peace. I feel Love for 

myself and my fellows. 

WISDOM – I need wisdom to know that something needs changing before I go 
ahead and do it anyway. And I’ve found I need wisdom to be sure I’m about to change what 
really should be changed. This is where prayer, a sponsor and regular inventory all help - I 

can check out my thinking and my ‘great ideas’ before I act on them!

  It has taken the Twelve Steps of Cocaine Anonymous and a program of action
 for me to learn what my favourite prayer really means. I continue to use the 

serenity  prayer daily to help develop and maintain enough serenity in my soul to
 accept the things, I cannot change!
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Poetry in Motion
AGe oF MirACLeS

The age of miracles is still with us
so let go of the thoughts you once had

the old ideas, the fear, the mistrust
the delusions that make you so bitter and sad.

Yes, the age of miracles is still with us
we can crawl from the wreckage at last

here there is hope for a better, bright future
free from the shackles and chains of the past.

The age of miracles is still with us
and the promises made can come true

there’s a new life beyond anything you could dream
right here, right now, ready and waiting for you.

The age of miracles is still with us
set aside the suspicion and cast out the doubt

now matter how far down the scale you have gone
you can change and be changed from the inside out.

Yes, the age of miracles is still with us
let go of control, give up the fight

admit you are beaten and find a new power
to lead you from darkness out into the light

Tim K



SoMethinG to Get 
you thinkinG!

Answers will be printed in the next edition

Across

1. which only a --------- ---------- can conquer

3. without doubt or in a forceful way

6. lack of was our dilema

9. bring back or re-establish

11. cannot stop

12. prepared to do something

14. finally beat into a state of

15. left behind

Down

2. found unexpectedly

4. we must find it or else

5. our own

7. a feeling of wonder

8. belief without evidence

10. provided we took other

13. we are going to talk about

We Agnostics
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iAnS Story
Hi, my name is Ian and I’m an addict and an alcoholic.

My story started in 1972, when I was born to a mother and father in Bermondey, South 
London. I also had an older sister.

My parents split up and my mother re-married a man who also had a broken marriage and 
was left with two kids. We all got together as a family and a third sister came along. Grow-
ing up was hard for me, as I have thoughts and feelings that I never knew how to deal with. 

My sisters and brother seemed to deal with life OK. 
At 13, I found drink and drugs and loved the effects of them. They seemed to take away the 
feelings of not being enough, never fitting with myself, they took away my fear - which was 

huge in my life. My thinking changed and I was OK with being ME.
By 17, I was powerless over my addiction and found I could not stop using. I lost my jobs 

and partners, money, self respect, dignity and got lost in life. I was using to live and I tried 
to stop but, could not. Waking up most days not wanting to go on but, my addict would tell 
me to just go and use and it would all be OK. It never was. I felt like killing myself but was 

never able to do so. 
In my mid twentys, I married and had children, which never fixed me. I destroyed them with 

my selfishness and my illness. At thirty one, I went into treatment to sort my life out and 
get off drugs. It worked and I had a few months off drink and drugs, until I came out I never 

treated my illness.
In recovery we get told that it begins with abstiance and continues with practicising the 12 
steps, one day at a time. This I did not do and found that I kept relapsing. After doing this a 
few times, I made a decision, I would get a sponsor and give it my all. He took me through 
the 12 steps, which treated the Spiritual illness that I suffer with, it also treated the mind 

and body.
After years in recovery I got ill with mental health and another condition, which affected my 
body. I was always in physical pain and my GP had put me on strong painkillers and got me 
some other help.  For 9years, I was on very strong pain killers - NOT GOOD. I detoxed off all 
the meds and am now FREE, no mind altering chemicals. Life does sometimes get hard but, 
with the Unity, Service and Recovery of Cocaine Anonymous, a good sponsor and a HIgher 

Power, I can deal with it, one day at a time.
Just for today , I’m happy, have peace of mind and can be contented. Life’s so much better 
being in the Fellowships. I pray this helps someone to give recovery a good try and I pray 

you will have a life beyond your wildest dreams.
Love and Peace - Ian W 



teA-breAk teASer

Answers will be printed in the next edition.


